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University Questions

Instructor Summary of Results - Scale: Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5)

Question
Results

Response
Count

Mean
Standard
Deviation

The instructor stimulated my thinking. 23 4.30 0.76

The instructor was enthusiastic about teaching the course. 23 4.65 0.49

The instructor presented the course in an organized manner. 23 4.65 0.57

The instructor maintained an environment where students felt comfortable participating. 23 4.61 0.50

The instructor maintained an environment where students felt comfortable seeking assistance. 23 4.65 0.49

The instructor provided helpful feedback. 22 4.36 0.66

Assignments contributed to my understanding of the subject. 23 4.39 0.78

Instructor's overall teaching effectiveness

Question
Results

Response
Count

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Express your judgment of the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness. 23 4.35 0.88
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Instructor Items: Detailed Results

1. The instructor stimulated my thinking. 2. The instructor was enthusiastic about teaching the course.

3. The instructor presented the course in an organized manner. 4. The instructor maintained an environment where students felt
comfortable participating.

5. The instructor maintained an environment where students felt
comfortable seeking assistance.

6. The instructor provided helpful feedback.

7. Assignments contributed to my understanding of the subject.

Instructor's overall teaching effectiveness:

1. Express your judgment of the instructor's overall teaching effectiveness.
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Comments

What did the instructor do to help you learn?

Comments

He lectured well and the powerpoints were straightforward.

Dr. Goss was always super excited for each topic that he presented. His enthusiasm made it easier to be excited about what we
were learning. Also he provided case studies that were relevant to each topic.

in class worksheets and case studies were very helpful in learning and memorizing material

He provided many helpful work sheets that aided in my understanding of the material. Also, he was fair when dealing with class
absences and makeups. His powerpoints were very thorough, and he always gives ample time to study for an exam or quiz. His
case studies from real life were not only entertaining, but also helped me remember which joint or ligament we were studying, and
the potential disease or problem that may arise.

Gave many review packets that had questions that were similar to test questions, emphasized the really important points, made the
lectures relative to real world issues/happenings

Powerpoint presentations provided all the useful information in an organized manner. Supplemental worksheets helped retain the
different topics. And quizzes kept me engaged with the coursework.

The emphasis on terminology and being able to identify a muscle/structure/ligament etc, by using deduction of it's location/function
helped reinforce the learning

Helped when he gave ideas about different memorizing methods of certain body parts. Also helped when he would show us case
studies and videos to understand certain body parts.

The use of actual bone models helped me to visualize in 3 dimensions what the boney landmarks were and how they functioned

the worksheets and quizzes during classes were helpful when studying for the exam

He gave a lot of practice worksheets which were very helpful

the worksheets at the start of class and the case studies

Offered help when I asked, provided us with all the information we needed and handouts to help prepare for quizzes and exams

Provided us with case studies, PowerPoints, etc.

explained things in a way related to every day life, like swinging a bat or tennis racket to explain different movements

Gave in class worksheets that were helpful to test my understanding and gave good ways to remember difficult anatomical
terminology.

He explained topics using visuals and real world application scenarios.

case studies were nice

He provided detailed lecture slides that greatly assisted with studying the material covered in class
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What could the instructor do to improve?

Comments

I wish class would have been more interactive with more questions and examples and models.

The lectures were a little hard to focus on because a lot of the information was provided on the slides so maybe doing some
interactive things to keep us engaged in the topic would help.

He could speak just a little bit louder.

Nothing

Homework assignments for small amounts of points could help with keeping up with the class.

Providing images of muscles/bones with the labeling blanked out for studying. I did this for myself and found it helped immensely.

There is nothing I feel he needs to improve on.

Providing us with lists of landmarks we have to learn from instead of having to guess based on the pictures that he shows us

Be more engaging and interactive during class

A review session before an exam could be helpful

N/A

none

To talk louder and not trail off sentences. Was difficult to understand sometimes.

Could utilize more in class group work/discussions and full class interaction, rather than just lecturing.

its hard to do since the information is just there since it is anatomy. just more way to be interactive learning which is really hard
especially for an anatomy class

Maybe add a few more activities in class for points to assist with learning and understanding the material

Have more interactive in class activities that count as a grade, so the class isn't solely based on Exams and quizzes

Do you have any other information that you would like your instructor to know?

Comments

Overall I really did enjoy this course and all that I learned.

thank you for the extra credit!!

I really enjoyed this class and I learned a lot from it. Thank you!

No

Thank you for teaching very enthusiastically and making topics that are usually hard to learn, more fun and interesting to learn.

I enjoyed the case studies and you should do more of them!

No

I really enjoyed this class!

worksheets helped to understand different subjects and allowed extra practice with little pressure, they worked well

I really enjoyed this class and learned a lot

Was a very enjoyable class and really taught me a lot about anatomy.

I really enjoyed anatomy class and learned a lot during the course
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